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A0–A1 
ANFÄNGER

8-11-JÄHRIGE SCHÜLER

A1–A2
ANFÄNGER 

10–13-JÄHRIGE SCHÜLER

A2–B1
ANFÄNGER BIS LEICHT 
FORTGESCHRITTENE

13–16-JÄHRIGE SCHÜLER

B1–B2 
MITTELSTUFE– 

OBER-MITTELSTUFE
16–19-JÄHRIGE SCHÜLER

SOLUTIONS
Safe or Dangerous, Boring or 
Exciting?

1 firefighter
2 programmer
3 surgeon
4 accountant
5 hairdresser
6 zookeeper
7 photographer
8 fashion designer
9 skydiving instructor

Making House a Home
Shark tank cleaner 

What Do They Choose?
Jacy: adventure filmmaker 
Michael: safari guide 
Emily: search and rescue helicopter pilot 
Ryan: salvage diver or treasure hunter

RECORDING SCRIPT
Milking Snakes, Hunting for Treasure
The World’s Most Exciting Jobs 
Ryan: So, if you had to choose, which of 

the crazy jobs would you pick? Jacy?
Jacy: Hmm, I’m not really into the 

dangerous life, Ryan. Although I 
seriously wanted to be an astronaut at 
one point. It didn’t work out, obviously.

Ryan: I didn’t know that. So that would 
be your pick? Heading out to the 
International Space Station?

Jacy: I was going to say that, but on 
second thoughts… I have a YouTube 
channel these days, so I’d go with 
something I could use: filming 
adventurers who are exploring extreme 
corners of the planet. 

Ryan: But that would mean that other 
people would be the stars of the videos, 
not you. Very different from your 
YouTube channel.

Jacy: I wouldn’t mind.
Ryan: All right, and what about you, 

Michael?
Michael: I would want to do something 

connected with animals, that’s for sure. 
I’m not afraid of dangerous animals, 
including venomous snakes – in fact 
I’m fascinated by them and have two 
at home, though obviously I don’t milk 
them. That said, I wouldn’t want a job 
in a lab. I’d rather experience wildlife in 
a natural environment. Helping people 
to discover and experience the animal 
life of the African wilderness sounds 
thrilling. 

Ryan: And you might find venomous 
snakes there too, right? That would be 
the best of both worlds! Anyway, how 
about you, Emily?

Emily: I actually have some professional 
adventurers in my family: my cousin 
travels to some of the most hard-to-
reach places on the planet filming 
documentaries, and my uncle is a 
search-and-rescue helicopter pilot. I 
love listening to their stories.

Ryan: And yet you always say that you’d 
like to be a yoga instructor – not much 
drama in that.

Emily: It’s better to listen to such stories 
than to live through them. But from 
the stories, I have to say that if I had to 
choose, I’d like to work with my uncle 
and do the same job. And what about 
you, Ryan? You haven’t told us what 
your preferred exciting job would be.

Ryan: Cleaning shark tanks! No, just 
kidding. But I love diving and I’ve often 
wanted to see what I could find in old 
wrecks at the bottom of the sea. 

Emily: I expected you to say that you’d 
like to be a stuntman.

Ryan: You think I’m the fit, adventurous 
stuntman type, do you?

Emily: No, I think you’d like to hang out 
with Hollywood stars.

Ryan: Hmm, maybe. It might be worth it 
just to have you begging me to take you 
to those Hollywood parties! But no, I’m 
sticking to my original pick. Who knows 
what kind of amazing trash waits down 
there? I want to be the one to find it.

THE WORLD’S MOST EXCITING JOBS 


